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In a recent Internal Journal of the Molecular Sciences (IJMS) publication, Xu and co-workers
presented evidence on the pharmacological interaction of the anti-tumor agent di-2-pyridylketone-
4,4-dimethyl-3-thiosemicarbazone (Dp44mT) with human serum albumin (HSA) and DNA [1].
The pharmacological interaction of Dp44mT is an important issue in the optimization of
Dp44mT as an anti-tumor agent [2]. To unravel the aforementioned interaction, the authors used
a combination of fluorescence, UV-VIS absorbance, and circular dichroismmeasurements andmolecular
docking techniques.
However, upon publication, this paper became the focus of controversy and was alleged to
contain numerous important flaws and factually incorrect statements [3]. Furthermore, the performed
measurements were perceived as non-optimal and potentially problematic, and thus, the results and
their interpretation might be unreliable. Because IJMS takes any complaint that is brought before us
serious, IJMS started an investigation and asked Xu et al. to reply to the letter in detail [4] and assigned
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independent experts to reevaluate the manuscript and the correspondence regarding this manuscript.
In addition, we, as members of the editorial board, evaluated the issues brought before us.
The overall consensus was that the alleged controversial nature of the paper was not significant
enough to warrant a retraction or extensive correction. Xu et al. could certainly have used additional
methods or more control experiments, but this is an issue that is not unique for this paper. We feel that
the paper by Xu et al. provides new insights into the pharmacological action of Dp44mT and fits well
within a climate that allows and stimulates scientific discussion. Nonetheless, two issues raised in the
letter to the editor [3] were identified that required correction/amendment, which are published in
a corrigendum [5].
Finally, IJMS, its Editorial Board, the handling editors and MDPI uphold the highest publication
standards. IJMS is a member of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE). We fully adhere to its
Code of Conduct and to its Best Practice Guidelines (see also: http://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijms/
instructions). The current thorough investigation in which the opinion of external experts was solicited
exactly demonstrates the adherence to such high standards.
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